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Abstract—Stringent delay requirements of manymobile applications have led to the development ofmobile edge clouds, to offer low

latency network services at the network edges. Most conventional network services are implemented via hardware-based network

functions, including firewalls and load balancers, to guarantee service security and performance. However, implementing hardware-based

network functions usually incurs both a high capital expenditure (CAPEX) and operating expenditure (OPEX). Network Function

Virtualization (NFV) exhibits a potential to reduce CAPEXandOPEX significantly, by deploying software-based network functions in virtual

machines (VMs) on edge-clouds.We consider a fundamental problem of NFV-enabledmulticasting in amobile edge cloud, where each

multicast request has both service function chain and end-to-end delay requirements. Specifically, eachmulticast request requires chaining

of a sequence of network functions (referred to as a service function chain) from a source to a set of destinationswithin specified end-to-end

delay requirements.We devise an approximation algorithmwith a provable approximation ratio for a singlemulticast request admission if

its delay requirement is negligible; otherwise, we propose an efficient heuristic. Furthermore, we also consider admissions of a given set of

the delay-aware NFV-enabledmulticast requests, for whichwe devise an efficient heuristic such that the system throughput ismaximized,

while the implementation cost of admitted requests isminimized.We finally evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms in a real

test-bed, and experimental results show that our algorithms outperform other similar approaches reported in literature.

Index Terms—Mobile edge clouds, network function virtualization, multicasting, approximation algorithms, algorithm design
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1 INTRODUCTION

WITH increasing uptake and use of multimedia technolo-
gies, there is an associated increase in data being gen-

erated and transmitted (processed) over our network-based
systems, often to multiple subscribers. Applications can
include video-on-demand, high definition streaming, multi-
media social networks (combing text, audio and video) and
Internet-of-Things (IoTs). This paradigm of data transfer to

multiple concurrent subscribers is referred to as multicasting,
and can significantly stress our current networks. Multicast-
ing not only requires use of various network functions such
as firewalls, Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs), proxies, and
Wide Area Networks (WAN) optimizers to guarantee data
transfer security, but also tomeet stringent Quality-of-Service
(QoS) requirements to ensure that the traffic is transferred on
time. Considering that most multimedia data needs to be
multicast to mobile users, Mobile Edge-Cloud Computing
(MEC) [6], [15], [16], [18], [23], [27], [33], [46], [47], [50] has
emerged as a promising platform to meet the QoS require-
ments of mobile users, by deploying data processing resour-
ces within the proximity of mobile users. Network Function
Virtualization (NFV) moves network functions from dedi-
cated hardware to (software-based) virtual machines (VMs)
that can run on commodity hardware, thereby reducing the
OPEX and CAPEX of network service providers. In this
paper, we consider NFV-enabled multicasting in an MEC
network, where each user request requires its traffic to pass
through a sequence of network functions, referred to as a ser-
vice function chain, before reaching its destination.

Provisioning NFV-enabled multicasting services in
MEC networks poses many challenges. First, each cloudlet
(resource hosting a software-based Virtual Network Func-
tion (VNF)) in an MEC network usually has limited comput-
ing resource to support VNFs. Allowing multicast requests
to share existing VNF instances can significantly improve
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resource utilization in MEC networks and reduce service
cost. It is however challenging to efficiently utilize existing
VNF instances or create new VNF instances to maximize the
number of multicast requests and minimize overall cost –
subject to the computing capacity constraint on each cloudlet
in the MEC network and the end-to-end delay requirement
of each admitted multicast request. The key challenge is to
identify which cloudlets should be used to host VNFs
required within a multicast request service chain, i.e., which
existing VNF instances can be used for which request?
Second, each NFV-enabled multicast request usually has a
QoS requirement to guarantee that its traffic reaches the desti-
nations within the specified end-to-end delay requirement.
Identifying how to meet the end-to-end delay requirement of
each admitted NFV-enabledmulticast request is challenging.
In this paper, we tackle the aforementioned challenges, by
investigating efficient methods that investigate VNF sharing,
service chaining, and routing that canmeetQoS requirements
of NFV-enabledmulticast requests in anMECnetwork.

There are extensive studies on multicasting in conven-
tional networks or software-defined networks, which do not
consider service function chain requirements [17], [18], [51].
These solutions however cannot be directly applied to NFV-
enabled multicasting. There are also recent investigations on
NFV-enabled multicasting. However, these approaches do
not consider end-to-end delay requirements [39], and they
assume that only one service instance is included in the ser-
vice function chain [51], or that the VNFs in each service chain
are consolidated into a single location [45], [47]. For example,
Zhang et al. [51] investigated the NFV-enabled multicast
problem by assuming that there are sufficient computing and
bandwidth resources in a Software Defined Network (SDN)
to accommodate a multicast request. Xu et al. [47] investi-
gated the problem of NFV-enabled multicasting, by devising
an approximation algorithm with a provable approximation
ratio for realizing a single NFV-enabledmulticast request and
an online algorithm with a guaranteed competitive ratio for
the online NFV-enabled multicasting problem. Ren et al. [39]
investigated the NFV-enabled multicasting in an SDN, by
assuming that the traffic of each multicast request can be
processed by multiple instances of the VNFs in its service
chain. These methods are likely to increase the cost/delay of
implementing such multicast requests, as placing VNFs into
multiple cloudlets can lead to a greater delay to form a service
function chain and incur a higher cost.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to consider
the problem of delay-sensitive NFV-enabled multicasting
problem in an MEC network, by designing both approxima-
tion algorithms and efficient heuristics. The main contribu-
tions of this paper are as follows.

� We study the NFV-enabled multicasting problem in
an MEC network, with an aim to minimize the
implementation cost of the request while meeting its
delay requirement.

� We propose an efficient heuristic for the NFV-
enabled multicasting problem. We also devise the
very first approximation algorithm with an approxi-
mation ratio, if the delay requirement is neglected.

� We also consider a set of NFV-enabled multicast
request admissions with the aim to maximize the

weighted system throughput. We also propose a
heuristic for this problem.

� We evaluate the performance of the proposed algo-
rithms through experimental simulations in synthetic
networks and within a real test-bed. Experimental
results demonstrate that the proposed algorithms
outperform existing reported approaches.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews related work. Section 3 introduces the system
model, notations, and problem definition. Section 4 devises
an approximation algorithm for the NFV-enabled multicast-
ing problem without end-to-end delay requirements, and
proposes an efficient heuristic for the problem with delay
requirements using the proposed approximation algorithm
as a subroutine. Section 5 devises an efficient heuristic algo-
rithm for the the NFV-enabled multicasting problem with
resource constraints on cloudlets. Section 6 evaluates the
performance of the proposed algorithms experimentally in
a real test-bed, and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

Recently, traffic steering has re-gainedmuch attention due to
the challenges introduced by software defined networking
and network function virtualization [5], [6], [15], [16], [18],
[23], [27], [33], [46], [47], [50]. Unicasting is one of the primary
focus of existing studies. For example, Moens et al. [33]
focused on hybrid networks with both hardware and soft-
ware network functions. Cziva et al. [7] addressed the prob-
lem of the placement of virtual functions by minimizing the
total number of VNF instances. Yu et al. [29] investigated
profit maximization associated with placing VNFs onto a set
of locations, and considered the delay requirement of each
unicast request. Xu et al. [45] studied the offloading problem
of delay-sensitive tasks with network function requirements
in an MEC network, by proposing efficient heuristics and an
online algorithmwith a competitive ratio. Xie et al. [44] inves-
tigated the VNF sharing problem with an aim to improve
resource utilization, by finding a common link for a set of ser-
vice chains, so that the deployed service chains can be shared
by all users. Kiji et al. [19] proposed a virtual network func-
tion placement and routing algorithm for multicast requests
with service chain requests, through merging multiple ser-
vice paths (MSC-M). Although there exist studies that con-
sider the delay requirements of user requests [22], [29], [45],
they only considered unicast requests and their solutions
cannot be applied to the NFV-enabled multicasting problem,
which is a generalization of the NFV-enabled unicasting
problem. Chen and Wu [5] devised algorithms for the VNF
placement to minimize the cost of implementing NFV-
enabled unicast requests by balancing set-up and bandwidth
consumption costs.

There are studies on multicasting in conventional net-
works [2], [14], [24], [25], [34], [43]. Recently, with the emer-
gence of new networking technologies such as mobile edge
computing, software-defined networking (SDN) and NFV,
multicasting has re-gained the attention by the research com-
munity [17], [18]. For example, Huang et al. [18] studied
online multicasting in software-defined networks with both
node and link capacity constraints. Huang et al. [17] studied
the scalability problem ofmulticasting in SDNs, by proposing
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an efficient algorithm to find a branch-aware Steiner Tree for
each multicast request. These solutions however cannot be
directly applied to the problem of NFV-enabled multicasting
in MEC networks, because they did not consider the service
chain requirements ofmulticast requests.

Investigations on NFV-enabled multicasting include [1],
[30], [31], [39], [41], [47], [49], [51]. For instance, Zhang
et al. [51] investigated the NFV-enabled multicasting problem
in an SDN without resource capacity constraints, assuming
that data traffic of each multicast request can only be proc-
essed by one server. Xu et al. [47], [48] considered the NFV
multicasting problem by assuming the traffic of each request
can be processed by multiple servers, with the objective to
minimize the implementation cost. Approximation and
online algorithms for the problems are proposed. They how-
ever assumed that the VNFs in each service chain is consoli-
dated into a single data center. Ma et al. [30], [31] proposed an
online algorithm for the NFV-enabled multicasting problem
without taking into account the end-to-end delay require-
ment. Soni et al. [41] proposed a scalablemulticast groupman-
agement scheme and a load balancing method for the routing
of best-effort traffic and bandwidth-guaranteed traffic. These
studies however did not consider end-to-end delay require-
ments of multicast requests. Alhussein et al. [1] devised exact
solutions for the problem of joint VNF placement and routing
for multicast requests in 5G core networks, such that the cost
of provisioningNFV-enabledmulticast services isminimized,
by formulating the problem into a mixed integer linear
program (MILP). The delay requirement of NFV-enabled
requests has not been considered and the MILP-based exact
solutions might not be scalable for large problem sizes.
Yi et al. [49] considered delay requirements of the NFV-
enabled multicasting problem; however VNF sharing is not
explored. To guarantee scalability and solution quality, Ren
et al. [39] proposed approximation algorithmwith an approxi-
mation ratio for the problem of embedding a service graph
that consists of VNF instances into a substrate network, by
assuming that the traffic of eachmulticast request can be proc-
essed by multiple instances of the VNFs in its service chain.
The delay requirement of multicast requests however is not
considered in the study. Similarly, the delay requirement of
multicast requests is not considered [30], [31], and the authors
only consider a singlemulticast request.

3 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we first introduce the system model, notation
and key concepts. We then define the problem being consid-
ered more precisely.

3.1 System Model

We consider a mobile edge cloud (MEC) networkG ¼ ðV;EÞ
with a set V of switches, a set of cloudlets and a setE of links
between switches and cloudlets. Each cloudlet is attached to
a switch in V via an optical fiber, and the communication
delay between a switch and its attached cloudlet is negligi-
ble. Let VCL be the set of switches with attached cloudlets.
Clearly, VCL � V . Cloudlets are usually deployed in shop-
pingmalls, airports, or base stations that are within the prox-
imity of mobile users. Due to space limitation of installing
cooling equipment in those places, each cloudlet is usually

equippedwith (a small number of) servers and thus has com-
puting resource capacity to implement VNF instances. We
denote byCv the computing capacity of the cloudlet attached
to switch node v 2 VCL. In addition, transferring data
through links in E incurs a communication latency. Let de be
the delay associated with transmitting a unit of data traffic
via link e 2 E. We assume that there is an SDN controller
that both makes traffic steering decisions and manages net-
work function instances that run on a server in the MEC net-
workG. Fig. 1 is an illustrative example of anMEC network.

3.2 NFV-Enabled Multicast Requests and Service
Chains

A delay-aware NFV-enabled multicast request is a request that
transfers an amount of data traffic from a source to a set of
destinations. The data traffic must be processed by a
sequence of VNFs before reaching their destinations, while
also meeting delay constraints.

Let rk be a delay-aware NFV-enabled multicast request,
denoted by a quadruple rk ¼ ðsk;Dk; bk; SCkÞ, where sk 2 V
is the source, Dk is the set of destinations with Dk � V , bk is
the size of its data traffic, and SCk is the service chain of rk
that consists of a sequence of VNFs. Without loss of general-
ity, we consider that the data traffic bk of request rk is given
(derived from historical information).

Let F be the set of VNFs provided by the network service
provider in G. A VNF fl 2 F can be needed by request rk to
form its service function chain SCk. Assume that there are
Lk VNFs in SCk, where 1 � l � Lk for each SCk and
SCk � F . We further assume that there is a number of
already instantiated VNF instances for each type of network
function fl in cloudlets of G. Due to the resource capacity
constraints on cloudlets, we allow the instances of VNF fl to
be shared among different requests.

To admit request rk, all data traffic from source sk of rk
needs to be processed through an instance of each VNF
fl 2 SCk prior to reaching destinations inDk, as illustrated in
Fig. 2. An existing instance must therefore be selected for
each VNF fl 2 SCk, or a new instance of fl must be instanti-
ated in a cloudlet ofG. Existing or newly created VNF instan-
ces of each service chain SCk can be placed in multiple
cloudlets, because a single cloudlet may not have all the
instances of the VNFs in SCk, or it may lack sufficient com-
puting resources to create new instances for all VNFs in SCk.

Each multicast request needs a certain amount of com-
puting resource to process its data traffic. Let CunitðflÞ be

Fig. 1. An MEC network G.
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the number of computing resource needed to process a unit
amount of data traffic. If fl is implemented as a newly cre-
ated instance, the total number of computing resources that
should be assigned to the new instance to process the data
traffic of request rk is CunitðflÞ � bk. Otherwise, an existing
instance of fl should have at least an amount CunitðflÞ � bk of
available computing resource to process the traffic of rk.
Notice that we assume that the accumulative available
resources in the cloudlets of G are higher then the total
resource demand of a single request rk; however, for a spe-
cific cloudlet in VCL, it may not have enough resources to
meet the demand of rk.

3.3 Delay Requirements of Multicast Requests

The end-to-end delay of implementing a multicast request
plays a vital role in guaranteeing the quality of services of
users. We thus consider that each multicast request has a
delay requirement, which specifies the maximum delay it
can tolerate for transmitting its data from its specified source
to its destinations. For a delay-aware NFV-enabledmulticast
request, its experienced delay consists of the total processing
delay in the selected cloudlets and the total transfer delay
from the source to cloudlets and from the cloudlets to the
destinations, which are defined in the following.

Processing Delay. The processing delay experienced by a
multicast request rk depends on both the amount of data traf-
fic that needs to be processed and the computing resource
assigned to process the traffic. Without loss of generality, we
assume that the processing delay dpk;l of each multicast

request rk by VNF fl is proportional to the amount of traffic it
needs to process, i.e.,

dpk;l ¼ al � bk; (1)

where al is a given proportional factor of VNF fl.
The accumulative processing delay incurred due to the

traffic processing by network functions in SCk of rk is

dpk ¼
X

fl2SCk
dpk;l: (2)

Transmission Delay. Let Pk be the set of routing paths from
source sk to destinations in Dk, where each path pm 2 Pk

denotes a routing path from sk to a destination tm 2 Dk. The
transmission delay of each rk is the maximum end-to-end
delay incurred in the paths in Pk. We denote by dtk the trans-
mission delay of request rk, which can be defined as follows:

dtk ¼ maxpm2Pk
X
e2pm

de � bk: (3)

The delay experienced by multicast request rk thus is

dk ¼ dpk þ dtk; (4)

which needs no greater than the specified delay require-
mentDk, i.e.,

dk � Dk: (5)

3.4 Cost Models

As the network service provider of an MEC network G
charges user requests on a pay-as-you-go basis, the major
concern of the service provider is its operational cost, which
consists of computing resource usage costs in cloudlets,
bandwidth resource usage costs in links, and VNF instance
instantiation costs. Let cðeÞ and cðvÞ be the usage costs of
one unit of bandwidth and computing resources at link
e 2 E and cloudlet v 2 VCL, respectively. Denote by clðvÞ the
cost of instantiating an instance of network function fl in
cloudlet v 2 VCL, and let n0l;v be the number of newly created
instances for network function fl in cloudlet v. Denote by
nl;v the number of existing instances of fl in v that are used
to process the traffic of rk.

The operational cost of admitting a delay-aware NFV-
enabled multicast request rk can be specified as

ck ¼
X

fl2SCk

X
v2VCL;rk

ððnl;v þ n0l;vÞ � cðvÞ � bk þ n0l;v � clðvÞÞ

þ
X
e2Tk

cðeÞ � bk;
(6)

where VCL;rk is the set of cloudlets that are used to imple-
ment the instances of VNFs in SCk of request rk, and Tk is
the obtained multicast tree that is used to route the data traf-
fic of rk.

3.5 The Directed Steiner Tree [4]

The Steiner tree problem is defined as follows: given a
graph G ¼ ðV;EÞ with a cost function c on the edges, and a
subset of terminals X � V , the goal is to find a minimum
cost tree that includes all the terminals inX. The found min-
imum cost tree is referred to as the Steiner tree.

3.6 Problem Definition

We consider a mobile edge cloud (MEC) networkG ¼ ðV;EÞ
with a set VCL of cloudlets with VCL � V , and a set of multi-
cast requests R. Given a snapshot of the MEC at a given
time instant and a NFV-enabled multicast request rk, under-
standing how request rk can be realised across a set of VNFs
remains a key challenge. We thus first consider the problem
of admitting a single multicast request rk, such that its oper-
ational cost is minimized. Further, considering that the
accumulated computing resources in an MEC may be insuf-
ficient to implement all requests, another question is identi-
fying how to carry out admission control for multicast
requests to maximize weighted throughput. In the follow-
ing we define these two optimization problems precisely.

Problem 1. Assuming that each multicast request can be imple-
mented using the computing resources assigned to existing
VNF instances, the NFV-enabled multicasting problem
with a single multicast request in MEC network G is to

Fig. 2. A service chain h NAT;Firewall; IDS i with one instance of NAT
and two instances of Firewall and IDS.
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route the traffic of request rk to each destination inDk by chain-
ing either existing or newly created instances of VNF, such that
the operational cost (i.e., Eq. (6)) of implementing rk is mini-
mized, while meeting the end-to-end delay requirement Dk of
rk and capacity constraint on each cloudlet v 2 VCL.

Problem 2. Assuming that the computing resource in each
cloudlet in the MEC network G has available capacity. For each
request in R, the network may or may not have enough resour-
ces to admit it, the NFV-enabled multicasting problem in
an MEC network G for a given set R of NFV-enabled multicast
requests is to maximize the system throughput while minimiz-
ing the operational cost, subject to computing capacity on each
cloudlet, where the system throughput is defined as the total
amount of data that is processed and transferred by the system
for admitted multicast requests. Let ST be the weighted
throughput and Rad the set of admitted multicast requests, then

ST ¼
X

rk2Rad

bk: (7)

The NFV-enabled multicasting problems are NP-hard, as
its special case – the traditional multicast problem without
NFV service chain constraints is NP-hard [8].

For clarity, the symbols used in this paper are summa-
rized in Table 1.

4 ALGORITHMS FOR THE ADMISSION OF A SINGLE

NFV-ENABLED MULTICAST REQUEST

In this section, we deal with NFV-enabled multicasting for a
single NFV-enabled multicast request admission. We first
propose an efficient heuristic for the problem. We then con-
sider a special case of the problem without delay require-
ments, by devising an approximation algorithm.

4.1 An Efficient Heuristic

The basic idea of the proposed heuristic is based on an
observation that a feasible solution to the problem needs to
meet the capacity constraints on cloudlets, service function
chain requirements, and the end-to-end delay requirement
of each multicast requests rk. We thus adopt a two-phase
heuristic that progressively considers the mentioned con-
straints and requirements.

Phase One. We first propose an algorithm to jointly con-
sider the capacity constraint and the service chain require-
ment, by ignoring the delay requirement of rk. The proposed

TABLE 1
Symbols

Symbols Meaning

G ¼ ðV;EÞ a mobile edge cloud (MEC) network with a set V of switches and a set E of links
R a set of delay-aware NFV-enabled multicast requests
VCL the set of switches with attached cloudlets, and clearly VCL � V
Cv the computing capacity of the cloudlet attached to a switch node v 2 VCL

rk ¼ ðsk;Dk; bk; SCkÞ a delay-aware NFV-enabled multicast request, where sk 2 V is the source,Dk is the set of destinations withDk � V , bk
is the size of its data traffic, and SCk is the service chain of rk that consists of a sequence of VNFs.

F and fl the set of VNFs provided by the network service provider in G and a VNF fl
Lk The number of VNFs in SCk

CunitðflÞ the amount of computing resource needed to process a unit amount of data traffic
dpk;l the processing delay of each multicast request rk by VNF fl
al a given proportional factor of VNF fl
dpk the accumulative processing delay incurred due to the traffic processing by network functions in SCk of rk
Pk the set of routing paths from source sk to destinations inDk

pm 2 Pk a routing path from sk to a destination tm 2 Dk

dtk the transmission delay of request rk
dk andDk the delay experienced by multicast request rk and its delay requirement
cðeÞ and cðvÞ the usage costs of one unit of bandwidth and computing resources at link e 2 E and cloudlet v 2 VCL

clðvÞ the cost of instantiating an instance of network function fl in cloudlet v 2 VCL

n0l;v the number of newly created instances for network function fl in cloudlet v
nl;v the number of existing instances of fl in v that are used to process the traffic of rk
ck the operational cost of admitting a delay-aware NFV-enabled multicast request rk
VCL;rk the set of cloudlets that are used to implement the instances of VNFs in SCk of request rk
Tk the obtained multicast tree that is used to route the data traffic of rk
ST and Rad the weighted throughput and the set of admitted multicast requests
n0k the number of cloudlets that are used to implement the VNFs in SCk in the current infeasible solution
nk the proper number of cloudlets in the feasible solution of algorithm Heu_Delay

nmax and nmin the minimum and maximum bounds of the binary search range in algorithm Heu_Delay

G0 ¼ ðV 0; E0Þ the auxiliary graph constructed in algorithm Appro_NoDelay

f 0i;l;v and f 00i;l;v the pair of virtual VNF nodes for the ith VNF instance of fl in cloudlet v 2 VCL

wðf 0i;l;v; f 00i;l;vÞ the weight of edge hf 0i;l;v; f 00i;l;vi in the auxiliary graphG0.
v0k;l and v00k;l a pair of virtual cloudlets for the lth VNF and cloudlet v in G0

Wl;v the widget that is built for network function fl in cloudlet v 2 VCL

wsl;v and wdl;v a widget source node and a widget destination node for the widget for network function fl and cloudlet v 2 VCL in
auxiliary graphG0

c� the optimal solution for the NFV-enabled multicasting problem
Lmax the maximum length of the service chains of the requests in R, i.e., Lmax ¼ argmaxrk2RjSCkj.
Lcom and RðLcomÞ the number of common VNFs that requests have in their service chains VNFs in common of their service chains, and

the set of such requests.
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algorithm smartly explores existing VNF instances in each
cloudlet that can be shared with the VNF instances of rk.
Notice that the solution may not be feasible to the NFV-
enabled multicasting problem, because the delay require-
ment of rk is not considered in this phase. For the sake of clar-
ity, we describe the proposed algorithm for the problem
without delay requirement in the next subsection, which is
referred to as Appro_NoDelay. By now, we assume we
already obtained the multicast tree for rk in G without con-
sidering its delay requirement.

Phase Two. We refine the obtained multicast tree into a
feasible solution to meet the delay requirement of rk. In par-
ticular, we observe that a longer delay will be the result if
the VNFs of SCk are implemented in multiple cloudlets.
This is because that if the VNFs are distributed into different
cloudlets, the data traffic transmission among two consecu-
tive VNFs has to be performed by inter-cloudlet links,
which incurs higher delays than those by intra-cloudlet
data transfers. However, putting all VNFs into a single
cloudlet may also incur a longer delay, since the selected
cloudlet may be far away from the destinations of rk. This
means that a large or a small value for the number of cloud-
lets of a request may not be proper to meet the delay
requirement of rk. We thus adopt a binary search to narrow
down the choices of the proper number of cloudlets for rk,
making the delay requirement of rk being met quickly. Spe-
cifically, let n0k be the number of cloudlets that are used to
implement the VNFs in SCk in the current infeasible solu-
tion, and denote by nk the proper number of cloudlets in the
feasible solution. We first set

nk ¼
j jVCLj þ 1

2

k
: (8)

The proposed algorithm first tries to re-assign the VNFs
in service function chain SCk such that they are imple-
mented in exactly nk cloudlets. If nk < n0k, we identify a
number of ðn0k � nkÞ cloudlets that implements VNFs of SCk

in the obtained infeasible solution from the Steiner tree [4]
(i.e., multicast tree) in G0 and have the longest average data
transfer delay from it to the destinations in Dk. Let F

0 be the
set of instances of VNFs in SCk that are implemented in the
identified cloudlets. The VNFs in F 0 are pre-consolidated to
the rest nk cloudlets in V 0 one by one, by selecting a cloudlet
with the lowest implementation cost for each fl 2 Fv0 . If the
pre-consolidation makes the delay requirement of rk being
met, the algorithm terminates with a feasible solution. Oth-
erwise, if the experienced delay of rk is reduced but still
greater than its requirement, we continue the above proce-
dure by searching the appropriate number of cloudlets in
the range of ½1; nk	. The rationale is that the number of
cloudlets in the multicast tree is still too many, and the
inter-cloudlet communication leads to the delay require-
ment violation. The number of cloudlets still needs to be
reduced. Instead, if the experienced delay is increased, we
try to find the appropriate value for nk in the range of
½nk; jVCLj	. This means increasing the number of cloudlets
for rk may reduce the experienced delay of multicast
request rk. On the other hand, if nk > n0k, we need to find
the additional nk � n0k cloudlets that have the lowest imple-
mentation cost for VNFs of rk, and pre-assign VNFs in F 0 to

the cloudlets one by one. The above binary search procedure
continues until a feasible solution is obtained or themulticast
request is rejected. The detailed heuristic is described in
Algorithm 1 and its basic idea is shown in Fig. 3. For simplic-
ity, this algorithm is referred to as algorithm Heu_Delay in
the rest of this paper.

Algorithm 1. Heu_Delay

Input: G ¼ ðV;EÞ, VCL, computing capacity Cv for each cloudlet
v 2 VCL, and a multicast request rk ¼ ðsk;Dk; bk; SCkÞ and
its delay requirement dreqk .

Output: The locations for the VNFs of service chain SCk ofmulti-
cast request rk and themulticast tree Tk to transfer its data.

1: /*Phase one: find cloudlets and routing paths for rk by con-
sidering its service chaining requirement and cloudlet
capacity constraints.*/

2: Find a multicast tree for rk without considering its delay
requirement dreqk , by invoking algorithm Appro_NoDelay;

3: Let n0k be the number of cloudlets that are used to imple-
ment VNFs in SCk of the found multicast tree;

4: /*Phase two: adjust the multicast tree to meet the delay
requirement of rk.*/

5: nmin  1;
6: nmax  jVCLj;
7: while nmin <¼ nmax do
8: nk  bnminþnmax

2 c;
9: if nk < n0k then
10: Identify the number ofn0k � nk cloudlets that implements

VNFs of SCk in the obtained solution from the Steiner
tree inG0 and has the top-( n0k � nk) highest average data
transfer delays from it to the destinations inDk;

11: Move the VNFs that were implemented in the n0k � nk

cloudlets of the infeasible solution to the rest cloudlets
one by one.

12: else
13: Find the additional nk � n0k cloudlets that have the low-

est implementation cost for VNFs of rk, and assign
VNFs in Fv0 to the cloudlets one by one.

14: if the experienced delay of rk is met then
15: return;
16: else
17: if the experienced delay of rk is decreased then
18: nmax  nk;
19: else
20: nmin  nk;

Fig. 3. An illustration of the algorithm Heu_Delay.
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4.2 An Approximation Algorithm for the Problem
Without Delay Requirements

The proposed approximation algorithm for the problem
without delay requirements is to reduce the problem in G to
the Steiner tree problem in an auxiliary graph G0, via a non-
trivial reduction. Since each cloudlet v 2 VCL has computing
capacity to implement the VNFs of each request, the VNFs in
each service function chain SCk can be implemented in mul-
tiple cloudlets or consolidated into a single cloudlet to save
the communication cost due to the transmissions between
different cloudlets. To ensure that each cloudlet has suffi-
cient computing resource to implement the VNFs in SCk of
eachmulticast request rk, we adopt a conservativemethod of
reserving

P
fl2SCk

bk � CunitðflÞ resource for rk in each cloud-
let. The cloudlet with an amount of available computing
resource that is less than

P
fl2SCk

bk � CunitðflÞ will be
removed from the network G, where the available resource
in idle VNF instances are also accounted.

The Construction of Auxiliary Graph G0 ¼ ðV 0; E0Þ. We now
construct G0 based on the sub-network of G.

We start by constructing the node set V 0 ofG0. Specifically,
we first add source node sk into the auxiliary graph. We also
add each node in V into V 0, i.e., V 0  V 0 [ V . Notice that,
since VCL � V , all switch nodes in VCL are added into V as
well. However, only their functionalities of forwarding traf-
fic will be used.

Recall that VNFs in SCk of multicast request rk can be
assigned to existing VNFs or newly instantiated VNF instan-
ces. To determine whether making use of existing VNF
instances or creating new ones, we create a widget for each
cloudlet v 2 VCL and each network function fl 2 SCk to rep-
resent the resource availability of the cloudlet v for fl by two
cases. Case 1: the amount of available computing resource to
instantiate new instances of VNFs; Case 2: existing VNF
instances of fl in v 2 VCL that are available to process the traf-
fic of rk. There is a widget for each pair of cloudlet and VNF,
which actually means a possible placement of a VNF to a
cloudlet.

For Case 1, we add a pair of virtual VNF nodes into the
widget, to represent each of existing VNF instances of fl
with sufficient computing resource processing the data traf-
fic of rk in cloudlet v 2 VCL. Denote by f 0i;l;v and f 00i;l;v the pair
of virtual VNF nodes for the ith VNF instance of fl in cloud-
let v 2 VCL. We then add an edge from f 0i;l;v to f 00i;l;v into the
widget. The weight of edge hf 0i;l;v; f 00i;l;vi is the cost of process-
ing a unit traffic by an existing VNF instance of fl in cloudlet
v, i.e., wðf 0i;l;v; f 00i;l;vÞ ¼ cðvfl;rkÞ.

For Case 2, we add a pair of virtual cloudlets for each cloud-
let v 2 VCL into eachwidget to denote the amount of available
computing resource to instantiate a new instance of fl in
cloudlet v, as shown in Fig. 4. Let v0k;l and v00k;l be such a pair of
virtual cloudlets for the lth VNF and cloudlet v. To jointly con-
sider the processing and transmission costs, we connect each
pair of virtual cloudlets, v0k;l and v00k;l, i.e., E

0  E0 [ fhv0k;l;
v00k;lig. The weight of edge hv0k;l; v00k;li is the sum of the instantia-
tion cost of VNF fl and the cost of processing a unit traffic by
the lth VNF in SCk for each multicast request rk in cloudlet v.
That is,wðhv0k;l; v00k;liÞ ¼ clðvÞ

bk
þ cðvfl;rkÞ.

We also add a widget source node wsl;v and a widget destina-
tion node wdl;v for the widget for network function fl and
cloudlet v 2 VCL. Node wsl;v is connected to node v0k;l and

the node f 0l for each existing instance of network function fl
that has enough computing resource to process the data
traffic of rk. In addition, node v0k;l and node f 0l for each exist-
ing instance of network function fl are both connected with
the widget destination node wdl;v. The weights of those
edges are set to zeros. It must be mentioned that widget
source and destination nodes are used to guarantee that
either a new instance for fl is created or an existing VNF
instance of fl is selected to process the traffic of rk, which
will be proved in the algorithm analysis part.

The widgets become part of the auxiliary graph G0.
We then connect the widgets and other nodes in the aux-

iliary graph G0 as follows.

� sk to widget source nodes: There is an edge from source
node sk to each widget source node wsl;v of the wid-
get for the first VNF f1 of SCk and every v 2 VCL. The
weight of edge hsk; wsl;vi is set as the transmission
cost of data traffic of rk.

� widget destination to widget source nodes: Since the data
traffic of rk may be processed by multiple cloudlets,
there is an edge from the widget destination node of
each widget for network function fl to the widget
source node of each widget for VNF flþ1, for each l
with 1 � l � Lk � 1, i.e., E0  E0 [ fhwdl;v; wslþ1;uig
for lwith 1 � l � Lk � 1 and v, u in VCL. Theweight of
edge hwdl;v; wslþ1;ui is the transmission cost of a unit
traffic along the shortest path from cloudlet v to cloud-
let u.

� widget destinations of fLk
to cloudlet nodes: We finally

connect each of the widgets that are created for the last
VNF fLk

2 SCk with the cloudlet node. Specifically,
there is an edge from node wdLk;v to cloudlet node u in
V 0, i.e., E0  E0 [ fhwdLk;v; uig. The weight of edge
hwdLk;v; ui is the transmission cost of a unit traffic
along the shortest path from cloudlet v to cloudlet u.

An example of the constructed auxiliary graph is shown
in Fig. 5.

Problem Reduction. We now reduce the NFV-enabled
multicasting problem without delay requirements in G to
the Steiner tree problem in the directed auxiliary graph G0.
Recall that in the construction of G0, the VNF processing

Fig. 4. An example of the widget for the VNF fl in SCk and cloudlet
v 2 VCL.
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and transmission costs are considered as theweights of edges.
We thus find a directed Steiner tree in G0 that spans nodes in
fskg [Dk. We then transfer the Steiner tree in G0 to routing
paths for rk in the original networkG. Specifically, if a widget
for fl 2 SCk of and cloudlet v 2 VCL is included in the Steiner
tree, either a newly created VNF instance or an existing one in
cloudlet v will be used to implement fl, depending on which
edge of the widget is included in the Steiner tree. Notice that
the edges among the widgets inG0 correspond to the shortest
paths of their endpoints of the edges in G. We thus replace
each of such edgeswith its shortest path inG.

Algorithm 2. Appro_NoDelay

Input: G ¼ ðV;EÞ, VCL, computing capacity Cv for each cloudlet
v 2 VCL, and a multicast request rk ¼ ðsk;Dk; bk; SCkÞ.

Output: The locations for the VNFs of service chain SCk of mul-
ticast request rk and themulticast tree Tk to transfer its data.

1: Construct an auxiliary directed graph G0 ¼ ðV 0; E0Þ, as
shown in Fig. 5;

2: Find a directed Steiner tree T in G0 that spans nodes in
fskg [Dk, using Charikar’s algorithm [4];

3: For each path from the widget source node to the widget
destination node of a widget in T , condense the path to a
single node;

4: Replace each of all other edges in T with its corresponding
shortest path in network G; /*The edges among widgets
correspond to shortest paths in the original network G. */

4.3 Algorithm Analysis

We now analyze the feasibility of the solution obtained and
performance of the proposed algorithms.

We first show the feasibility of the solution delivered by
Algorithm 2. Intuitively, if a solution to the NFV-enabled
multicasting problem, it needs to satisfy the following three
conditions:

� Condition 1: each VNF fl 2 SCk will be assigned to
one or multiple cloudlets by either creating a new
instance or using an existing instance

� Condition 2: the traffic of rk will be processed by
VNFs as the specified order in SCk

� Condition 3: the processed traffic by the VNFs in SCk

is forwarded to destinations inDk of rk.
For Condition 1, we show that in each of the selected

cloudlets for fl, either a new instance is created or an exist-
ing instance is selected for it in the following lemma.

Lemma 1. If a cloudlet v 2 VCL is selected for VNF fl 2 SCk of
multicast request rk, either an existing instance of fl or a newly
created instance is used to process the traffic of rk.

Proof. Following the construction ofG0, showing the feasibil-
ity of the solution is to show that if the Steiner tree found in
G0 has one path from wsl;v to wdl;v of each selected widget,
the path will be the only path in the Steiner tree, and no
other paths in the widget will be included. Let Wl;v be the
widget that is built for network function fl in cloudlet
v 2 VCL. Assume that widget Wl;v is included into the
Steiner tree for the subgraph, and let p be the path from
wsl;v to wdl;v ofWl;v inG0 that is included in the Steiner tree.
We prove by contradiction. Assume that there is another
instance (either newly created or existing one) of fl is used
to process the traffic of rk. Let the ith instance of fl be such
an additional instance. This means that edge hf 0i;l;v; f 00i;l;vi has
to be included in the Steiner tree found in G0. Edges hwsl;v;
f 0i;l;vi and hf 00i;l;v; wdl;vi have to included, according to the

structure of the widget; otherwise, edge hf 0i;l;v; f 00i;l;vi is a

stand alone edge that can be removed. Let p0 be the path

that consisting of edges hwsl;v; f 0i;l;vi, hf 0i;l;v; f 00i;l;vi, and hf 00i;l;v;
wdl;vi, as shown in Fig. 6. Paths p0 and p however make it
not a tree. Therefore, only one path from wsl;v to wdl;v will

be included in the Steiner tree for the subgraph ofG0 that is
composed of source node sk and the widgets, meaning that

a newly created or existing instance of fl will be selected in

cloudlet v 2 VCL. The lemma holds. tu
We consider Condition 2 in the following lemma.

Lemma 2. The traffic of rk will be processed by the VNF instan-
ces in SCk in the specified order.

Fig. 5. An example of the auxiliary graph G0 ¼ ðV 0; E0Þ with two servers attached at node v and node u and multicast request rk transfer its data to
destinations inDk ¼ fd1; d2g. Note that there is a widget for each pair of VNF fl and cloudlet v, corresponding to a possible assignment of fl. The orig-
inal switches that attach the two cloudlets will just serve as normal forwarding switches.
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Proof. Assume that the traffic of rk is not processed by the
specified order in SCk. We have the following two cases:
(1) two instances of the same VNF fl processed the traffic,
and (2) the traffic of rk is processed by a previous VNF
fl�1 after being processed by fl.

For Case (1), the two instances must be in different
cloudlets as shown in Lemma 1. This means that two
widgets of the same VNF fl is selected in the Steiner tree
in G0. According to the construction of G0 and Lemma 1,
if the instances of fl in two cloudlets are used, the source
and destination nodes of the corresponding two widgets
have to be included in the Steiner tree in G0; otherwise,
the edges will be stand alone edges that can be removed
from the Steiner tree. Therefore, according to the problem
transformation method of the algorithm, this will corre-
spond to the processing of rk’s traffic by two instances of
fl in different cloudlets, rather than a sequence process-
ing of the two instances.

Case (2) can be dealt with similarly. Therefore, these
two cases are not possible according to the construction
of G0.

In addition, since each edge in G0 may correspond to a
shortest path inG, making the traffic being forwarded to a
cloudlet more than once. this does not mean that the traf-
fic is to be processed by the cloudlet twice. This is because
we assume in such cloudlets will just forward the traffic
instead of processing.

We thus conclude that the traffic of rk will be processed
by the VNFs in the specified order in SCk. tu
We now show Condition 3 as follows.

Lemma 3. The traffic of rk will be forwarded to its destinations in
Dk after being processed by the instances of its VNFs in SCk.

Proof. In the construction of the auxiliary graph G0, we can
see that the destination nodes of the widgets for the last
VNF fLk

is connected to its corresponding switch node in
the original network. For each WLk;k of such widgets, if its
edges are included in the Steiner tree, edge hwdLk;k; vi has
to be included in the Steiner tree. The reasons include (1)
this is the only edge to the destination nodes in Dk, and
(2) as shown in Lemma 2, the traffic cannot be processed
sequentially by other cloudlets of the same VNF fLk

or the
instances of its previous VNFs in SCk. The lemma holds. tu

Theorem 1. Given an MEC network G ¼ ðV;EÞ with a set VCL

of cloudlets and a multicast request rk (¼ ðsk;Dk; bk; SCkÞ)

that requires to transfer an amount bk of data from its source to
a set Dk of destinations and process its traffic by the VNFs in
SCk. There is an approximation algorithm, i.e., Algorithm 2,
for a special case of the NFV-enabled multicasting problem
without delay requirements, which delivers a feasible solution
that has an approximation ratio of iði� 1ÞjDkj1=i [4], and the
time complexity of OððLk � jV j � Cv

CunitðflÞ þ jV jÞ
i � jDkj2iÞ, where

Lk is the number of VNFs in the service chain SCk of multicast
request rk, i.e., Lk ¼ jSCkj, and i is the level of the directed
Steiner tree [4].

Proof. From Lemmas 1, 2, and 3, we know that the solution
obtained by finding a Steiner tree in G0 is feasible. In the
following, we analyze the approximation ratio and run-
ning time of the proposed approximation algorithm.

Assume c� is the optimal solution for the NFV-enabled
multicasting problem. In Algorithm 2, we find an approxi-
mate Steiner tree T 0 in the auxiliary graph G0. T 0 is then
converted to routing paths for rk inG by (1) selecting either
an existing instance for a network function or a newly cre-
ated instance of each VNF fl in SCk if the widget for fl is
included in the Steiner tree, and (2) replacing the edges
between selected widgets using their corresponding short-
est paths inG. In (1), the processing is determined accord-
ing to which type of VNF instance is selected. In (2), the
replaced auxiliary graph edge has the same weight as the
total cost of its corresponding shortest path inG. Therefore,
the cost do not change in the transfer from tree T 0 to the
multicast tree T for multicast request rk. Since the approxi-

mation ratio of the algorithm in [4] is iði� 1ÞjDkj1=i, the
approximation ofAlgorithm 2 is iði� 1ÞjDkj1=i aswell.

We now show the time complexity of Algorithm 2. It can
be seen that themost time consuming part of the algorithm
is the finding of a Steiner tree in the auxiliary graph. The
time complexity of Charikar’s algorithm in auxiliary graph
G0 ¼ ðV 0; E0Þ is OðjV 0j3Þ [21]. We can see that there are
Oð Cv

CunitðflÞÞ instances of VNF fl in cloudlet v 2 VCL. Accord-

ing to the construction of the auxiliary graph, we thus have

Oð Cv
CunitðflÞ þ 4Þ ¼ Oð Cv

CunitðflÞÞ nodes for each widget. In total,

we have Lk � jVCLj widgets. Therefore, there are OðLk�
jVCLj � Cv

CunitðflÞ þ jV jÞ nodes in auxiliary graph G0. The time

complexity thus isOððLk � jV j � Cv
CunitðflÞ þ jV jÞ

i � jDkj2iÞ. tu
We finally analyze the performance of Algorithm 1 the

following theorem.

Theorem 2. Given an MEC network G ¼ ðV;EÞ with a set VCL

of cloudlets and a multicast request rk (¼ ðsk;Dk; bk; SCkÞ) that
requires to transfer an amount bk of data from its source to a set
Dk of destinations with an end-to-end delay requirement dreqk

and process its traffic by the VNFs in SCk. There is a heuristic
algorithm, i.e., Algorithm 1, for the NFV-enabled multicasting
problem for a single multicast request, which delivers a feasible
solution in time OðblogVCL þ 1c � jV j3 þ ðLk � jV j � Cv

CunitðflÞ þjV jÞi � jDkj2iÞ, where Lk is the number of VNFs in the service
chain SCk of multicast request rk, i.e., Lk ¼ jSCkj, and i is the
level of the directed Steiner tree [4].

Proof. We first show the solution feasibility of the proposed
heuristic by showing that the end-to-end delay require-
ment of rk is met. Algorithm 1 adopts a binary search
based heuristic to find the proper number of cloudlets

Fig. 6. A widget and its paths from its source to destination nodes that
are selected in the Steiner tree.
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each multicast request rk until the end-to-end delay
requirement of rk is met or it is rejected. Therefore, as long
as the request is admitted, its end-to-end delay requirement
ismet.

We then analyze the time complexity of the proposed
heuristic. Clearly, in the worse case, the binary search
can make blogVCL þ 1c iterations. Within each iteration,
the most time consuming parts include (1) the identifica-
tion of cloudlets that involved finding the delays from
cloudlets to destinations in Dk via all pair shortest paths,
which take OðjV j3Þ time, and (2) the assignment of VNFs
one by one, taking OðjSCkjÞ time. In total, the time com-
plexity of the proposed heuristic is OðblogVCLþ 1c � jV j3 �
jSCkj þ ðLk � jV j � Cv

CunitðflÞ þ jV jÞ
i � jDkj2iÞ ¼ Oðblog jV j þ 1c�

jV j3þðLk � jV j � Cv
CunitðflÞ þjV jÞ

i � jDkj2iÞ, assuming that jSCkj
is a small constant. tu

5 ALGORITHM FOR ADMISSIONS OF A SET OF

NFV-ENABLED MULTICASTING REQUESTS

In this section, we consider a set of multicast request admis-
sions. Given a set of NFV-enabled multicast request, we
admit as many as requests in the set such that the weighted
system throughput is maximized, while the accumulated
implementation cost of all admitted requests is minimized,
subject to computing capacities on cloudlets in anMEC.

5.1 Overview

Recall that we proposed both approximate and heuristic sol-
utions for the NFV-enabled multicasting problem for the
admission of a single multicast request, a simple method for
the NFV-enabled multicasting problem is to consider algo-
rithm Heu_Delay as a black-box and admit each request
one by one invoking algorithm Heu_Delay iteratively. This
method however may miss the opportunities of sharing
VNFs among the requests, if the consecutively admitted
requests do not have common VNFs in their service chains.
Further, the constructed auxiliary graph G0 in algorithm
Heu_Delay for a request may no longer useful for the other.
This consequently may lead to a prohibitively long time to
make decisions of request admissions.

The basic idea behind the proposed algorithm is as fol-
lows. We observe that some requests have the same service
chain requirements, and the VNFs in their service chains can
be shared with high opportunities. Fig. 7 illustrates this idea,
fromwhichwe can see that requests are classified into differ-
ent categories, with each category having a set of requests that
share a number of VNFs. Specifically, the algorithm first con-
siders the category in which multicast requests the maxi-
mum number of common VNFs of their service chains.
Then, the requests in this category, we start with the requests
with smaller data traffic, and admit the requests one-by-one.
This procedure continues until no more requests can be
admitted in the category.

5.2 Heuristic Algorithm

We propose an efficient heuristic for the NFV-enabled mul-
ticasting problem for a set of requests with different service
chain requirements, based on Algorithm 1.

Specifically, the heuristic consists of a number of itera-
tions within each iteration, a set of requests with the same
number of VNFs in common are processed. Let Lcom be the
number of common VNFs that requests have in their service
chains. Let Lmax be the maximum length of the service
chains of the requests in R, i.e., Lmax ¼ argmaxrk2RjSCkj.
Initially, Lcom ¼ Lmax. It decreases by one in each iteration
of the algorithm until Lcom ¼ 0.

Within each iteration, we first find the requests that have
Lcom VNFs in common of their service chains. Denote by
RðLcomÞ the set of such requests. We then rank the requests
in RðLcomÞ in increasing order of their data traffic. For each
request rk 2 RðLcomÞ, we invoke the proposed approxima-
tion algorithm in 2. Notice that the requests in RðLcomÞ may
have different source nodes and different destination sets.
We thus need to adjust the auxiliary graph after the admis-
sion of each multicast request, by removing the source node
for the previous request, and add the source node of the cur-
rent request. This means that, before admitting the next
multicast request rkþ1, we make adjustments of the con-
structed auxiliary graph G0 instead of constructing a new
one. Specifically, the widgets that are built for the Lcom

VNFs are updated accordingly, if multicast request rk is
admitted. Also, the widgets for the VNFs that are not among
the Lcom of request rkþ1 is added to the auxiliary graph. This
iteration continues until no more requests can be admitted
within this category. The steps of this algorithm are detailed
in Algorithm 3.

We now analyze the feasibility of Algorithm Heu_Mul-

tiReq in the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Given an MEC network G ¼ ðV;EÞ with a set VCL

of cloudlets, a set R of NFV-enabled multicast requests with
each multicast request rk (¼ ðsk;Dk; bk; SCkÞ) that requires to
transfer an amount bk of data from its source to a set Dk of des-
tinations with an end-to-end delay requirement dreqk and process
its traffic by the VNFs in SCk. There is an efficient algorithm,
Algorithm 3, for the NFV-enabled multicasting problem.

Proof. To show the solution delivered by Algorithm 3 is fea-
sible, we need to show the classification of requests does
not affect the solution feasibility of Algorithm 2. Assume
that the algorithm currently considers request rkþ1. If its

Fig. 7. The basic idea of the proposed heuristic for the NFV-enabled
multicasting problem.
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previous request rk is admitted, the widgets of the corre-
sponding cloudlets that implement the VNFs of rk are
then updated, since the resource availabilities of these
cloudlets or statuses of their existing VNF instances
changed. Otherwise, there is not any change of the widg-
ets in the auxiliary graph. Considering that the feasibility
of admitting one request by Algorithm 2 can be shown by
Lemma 2, Algorithm 1 delivers a feasible solution when
multiple requests are considered. tu

Algorithm 3. Heu_MultiReq

Input: G ¼ ðV;EÞ, VCL, Ce for each e 2 E, Cv for each v 2 VCL,
and a set of multicast requests with each multicast request
being denoted by rk ¼ ðsk;Dk; bk; SCkÞ.

Output: The system throughput achieved by the admitted
requests in R.

1: Nad  0;
2: for Lcom  0; 1 . . . ; Lmax do
3: Find the maximum number of requests in R that have

Lcom common VNFs in their service chains, and let
RðLcomÞ be the set of requests;

4: Rank the multicast requests in RðLcomÞ according to their
data traffic;

5: for each request rk 2 RðLcomÞ do
6: T  ;;
7: while G is (sk-Dk)-connected OR rk is admitted do
8: Construct auxiliary graph G0 ¼ ðV 0; E0Þ, by creating

Lk � jVCLj widgets, adding all the switch nodes in V
of the original network G, and interconnecting the
added nodes as shown in Fig. 5, or adjust the auxil-
iary graph if it is already constructed in the admis-
sion of previous requests;

9: Find a Steiner tree T for in auxiliary graph G0;
10: if the delay of each branch of T is smaller than dreqk

then
11: Admit multicast request rk;
12: else
13: Find the branches of T that violate delay require-

ment dreqk ;
14: For each of such found branch, identify an edge

with the maximum delay;
15: Remove the identified edges from graph G;
16: if T 6¼ ; then
17: For each path from the widget source node to the

widget destination node of a widget in T , condense
the path to a single node;

18: The widgets that are built for the Lcom VNFs are
updated according to the resource availabilities after
admitting rk;

19: if kþ 1 < jRðLcomÞj then
20: The widgets for the VNFs that are not among the

Lcom of request rkþ1 is added to the auxiliary graph;

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section we evaluate the performance of the proposed
algorithms in a real testbed.

6.1 Test-Bed Setup

We build a test-bed consisting of both an underlay network
with hardware switches and an overlay networkwith virtual

switches, as shown in Fig. 8. The physical underlay consists
of five H3C S5560X-30S-EI switches [12], with the support
for VXLAN for virtual tunnel building and SDN capabilities.
It has also one server with E5 Gold 5218 CPU, 128G RAM
and four PCs with i7-8700 CPU, 16G RAM. Netconf and
SNMP protocols are used to manage the switches and the
links that interconnect them [3], [35].We considered a design
approach that uses the VXLAN functionality provided by
the switch, where VXLAN is a widely used overlay tech-
nology [37]. The H3C S5560X-30S-EI switch implements
a VXLAN tunnel based on hardware, which can greatly
improve performance compared to traditional methods. The
overlaymechanismprovides connectivitywithin, and poten-
tially across multiple testbed sites as it can transit any routed
layer-3 underlay. We use VXLAN as a point-to-point tunnel-
ingmechanism (VXLANVNI identifies a single link between
two nodes [37]). SDN-capable switches can also perform
encapsulation and decapsulation of VXLAN tunnels, each
tunnel corresponds to a port in the switch. Using VXLAN,
we build an overlay networkwith a number of Open vSwitch
(OVS) [36] nodes and VMs. The overlay network is built
following the topology generated using a graph generation
tool GT-ITM [10] and the real network topologies AS1755,
AS4755. Its OVS nodes and VMs are controlled by a Ryu [40]
controller. The proposed algorithms are implemented as
Ryu applications.

6.2 Environment Settings

We consider an MEC network consisting of the number of
nodes from 50 to 250. The number of servers in each network
is set to 10 percent of the network size, and the servers are
randomly co-located with the switches. We also use real net-
work topologies, i.e.,the G�EANT [9] and an ISP network
from [42]. There are nine cloudlets for the G�EANT topology
as set in [11] and the number of data centers in the ISP net-
works are provided by [38]. The computing capacity of
cloudlet varies from 40,000 to 120,000 MHz [13] (cloudlets
with around tens of servers). Five types of network func-
tions, i.e., Firewall, Proxy, NAT, IDS, and Load Balancing,
are considered, and their computing demands are adopted
from [11], [32]. The source and destination nodes of each

Fig. 8. A test-bed with both hardware switches and virtual resources.
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multicast request is randomly generated, the ratio of themax-
imum number Dmax of destinations of a multicast request to
the network size jV j is randomly drawn in the range of
½0:05; 0:2	. The data of each request is randomly drawn from
½10; 200	Megabyte, and the delay requirement of transferring
such data is randomly generated from ½0:05; 5	 seconds.
Notice that the transfer of larger amount of data can be
divided into smaller amounts and transferred by multiple
multicast requests. Unless otherwise specified, these param-
eters will be adopted in the default setting.

We compare the performance of the proposed approxi-
mation and heuristic algorithms against the following
benchmarks.

� We consider the case where the VNFs of each multi-
cast request may be placed to multiple cloudlets for
processingwhile there exist solutions that consolidate
all VNFs of a multicast request into a single location.
We thus compare our solutions with such a solution,
which is referred to as algorithm Consolidated.

� Weevaluate the performance of the proposed approxi-
mation and heuristic algorithms against the one in [39]
that does not consider the delay requirement of multi-
cast requests, and we use NoDelay to represent the
algorithm.

� We also compare the performance of our algorithm
against that of a greedy solution that prefers to select
existing VNF instances for each multicast request rk.
Specifically, it finds the cloudlet that is the closest to
source node sk and has an VNF instance for its first
VNF in SCk, if there does not exist such cloudlets, a
new VNF instance is created in the closest cloudlet.
The procedure continues until all VNFs in SCk are
considered. This greedy algorithm is referred to as
algorithm ExistingFirst.

� Another greedy benchmark prefers to create new
instances for each of the VNFs in SCk, which is
referred to as algorithm NewFirst.

� The fifth benchmark selects the cloudlet that can
achieve the lowest processing cost for each VNF in
SCk. For simplicity, it is referred to as algorithm
LowCost. Specifically, algorithm LowCost finds the
cloudlet that is the closest to the source sk and then
places as many VNFs in SCk to the cloudlet until all
existing VNF instances are used or no computing
resource available to instantiate new ones. If there
are still VNFs in SCk that have not been assigned, it

finds the next cloudlet that is the closest to the found
cloudlets.

6.3 Performance Evaluation of
Algorithms Heu_Delay and Appro_NoDelay

We first evaluate the performance of algorithms Heu_Delay
and Appro_NoDelay against that of algorithms Consoli-
dated, NoDelay, ExistingFirst, NewFirst, and Low-

Cost, in terms of the average operational cost, the average
end-to-end delay, and the running time, by varying the
network size from 50 to 250 while fixing the number of
requests at 100. Fig. 9 shows the results of the proposed
algorithms.

From Fig. 9a, we can see that Algorithm Heu_Delay

achieves a lower operational cost than these of algorithms
ExistingFirst, NewFirst, and LowCost. The reason is
that Algorithm Heu_Delay jointly considers existing VNF
instances and newly instantiated ones. However, the greedy
approaches NewFirst, ExistingFirst, and LowCost

only prefer new, existing, or low processing cost VNF instan-
ces. They unfortunately could miss the opportunities of fur-
ther reducing the operational cost. Specifically, if the use of
existing VNF instances can save the processing cost, New-
First has a higher cost due to creating new instances. Also,
there are some cases when creating new VNF instances can
save transmission costs, which can be missed by algorithm
ExistingFirst. In addition, it can be seen from Fig. 9a
that Algorithm Heu_Delay has a higher operational cost
than algorithms Appro_NoDelay and NoDelay. This is
because algorithms Appro_NoDelay and NoDelay do not
consider the delay requirement of requests, making it choose
cloudlets with lower operational costs.

As shown in Fig. 9b, the average delay experienced by
each multicast request by Algorithm Heu_Delay is much
lower than its comparison counterparts. The reason is that
Algorithm Heu_Delay carefully finds a trade-off between
the delay and cost of implementing a NFV-enabled request.
Also, from Fig. 9c, we can see that the running time of
Algorithm Heu_Delay is around 50 seconds for network size
200,which is slightly larger than those of algorithmsAppro_-
NoDelay and NoDelay and smaller than algorithms Exist-
ingFirst, NewFirst, and LowCost. The reason is that
Heu_Delay has an additional process of binary search to find
a proper number of cloudlets for each request rk. Algorithm
NoDelay has a lower running time comparedwith algorithm
Appro_Delay because the delay requirement of requests is
not considered, which reduces the solution space.

Fig. 9. The performance of algorithms Appro_NoDelay, Consolidated, NoDelay, ExistingFirst, NewFirst, and LowCost.
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We then evaluate the performance of algorithms Heu_-

Delay and Appro_NoDelay against that of algorithms
Consolidated, NoDelay, ExistingFirst, NewFirst,
and LowCost, in real networks AS1755 andAS4755, by vary-
ing the ratio of the number of cloudlets to the number of
switches, i.e., jCLj=jV j from 0.05 to 0.2. Fig. 10 illustrates the
results. Figs. 10a and 10d show that algorithms Heu_Delay
and Appro_NoDelay achieve lower operational costs than
algorithms Consolidated, ExistingFirst, and New-

First, while algorithms Appro_NoDelay and NoDelay

has the highest delay.We can also see that the average cost of
implementing a multicast increases first when the ratio
jCLj=jV j increases from 0.05 to 0.1 and then decreases after-
wards. The rationale behind is that VNFs of each multicast
request may be assigned to more cloudlets with the increase
of number of cloudlets, thereby pushing up the transmission
cost from its source to the cloudlets and from the cloudlets to
its destinations. However, with the further increase of cloud-
lets, it is more likely that these cloudlets are deployed in

locations that are close to the source and destinations of the
multicast request. The transmission cost then can be reduced
afterwards.

We then investigate the impact of the maximum delay
requirement on algorithm performance in the real network
AS1755, by varying the maximum delay requirement of
each multicast request from 0.8 seconds to 1.8 seconds with
an increment of 0.2 seconds. Fig. 11 illustrates that the cost
of implementing a multicast request is decreasing with the
increase of the maximum delay requirement. The rationale
behind is that a higher delay requirement of a request
allows the algorithm to select cloudlets with lower costs but
further from the source node of the request. Obviously, the
experienced delay will be higher, as shown in Fig. 11.

6.4 PerformanceEvaluation of Algorithm
Heu_MultiReq

We now compare the performance of Algorithm Heu_Mul-

tiReq against that of algorithms Consolidated, NoDelay,

Fig. 10. The performance of algorithms Appro_NoDelay, Consolidated, NoDelay, ExistingFirst, NewFirst, and LowCost in networks
AS1755 and AS4755.

Fig. 11. The impact of the maximum delay requirement of each multicast request on the performance of algorithms Appro_NoDelay, Consoli-
dated, NoDelay, ExistingFirst, NewFirst, and LowCost.
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ExistingFirst, NewFirst, and LowCost, in terms of the
system throughput, the total operational cost, the average
end-to-end delay, and the running time, by varying the net-
work size from 50 to 250 and fixing the number of requests to
100. Results are shown in Fig. 12, from which we can see that
Algorithm Heu_MultiReq achieves around 30, 30, 35 per-
cent higher system throughput than algorithms Existing-
First, NewFirst, LowCost, and Consolidatedwhen the

network size is 200. The rationale behind is that algorithms
ExistingFirst, NewFirst, and LowCost prefer existing,
newly instantiated, and low processing cost VNF instances
for each multicast request, and the cloudlets for those VNF
instances may not have sufficient computing resource to
implement the request, thereby leading to its rejection. Fur-
ther, from Figs. 12a and 12b, it can be seen Algorithm NoDe-

lay has a higher end-to-end delay than that of Algorithm

Fig. 12. The performance of algorithms Heu_Multicast, Consolidated, NoDelay, ExistingFirst, NewFirst, and LowCost.

Fig. 13. The performance of algorithms Heu_Multicast, Consolidated, NoDelay, ExistingFirst, NewFirst, and LowCost.
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Heu_MultiReq, although it delivers a slight higher system
throughput. Similar results can be observed from Fig. 13
when the performance of Algorithm Heu_MultiReq is eval-
uated against that of algorithms Consolidated, NoDelay,
ExistingFirst, NewFirst, and LowCost, in real net-
worksAS1755 andAS4755.

We then investigate the impact of the number of requests
on the performance of algorithms Heu_MultiReq, Con-
solidated, NoDelay, ExistingFirst, NewFirst, and
LowCost, in terms of system throughput, average opera-
tional cost, average end-to-end delay, and running time, by
varying the number of requests from 50 to 300 while fixing
the network size to 100. Fig. 14 shows that the system
throughput increases first with the growth on the number
of requests from 50 to 100, and then keeps stable afterwards,
because the cloudlet capacities are saturated. We can also
see that the average cost of implementing a multicast
increases with the growth of request number. The rationale
behind is that each multicast request may be assigned to
more cloudlets for processing with the increase of number
of requests, considering that the resources in cloudlets are
saturated and may not be enough to implement all VNFs of
a service chain. This eventually increases the transmission
cost for each multicast request.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we study the problem of delay-aware, NFV-
enabled multicasting in a mobile edge cloud network, by
exploring the sharing of VNF instances of requests. If cloud-
lets have sufficient computing resource to process traffic of
a multicast request, with no delay requirement, we pro-
posed an approximate solution with a provable approxima-
tion ratio; otherwise, we developed an efficient heuristic.
We also considered a set of NFV-enable multicast request
admissions with the aim to maximize the weighted system

throughput, for which we proposed an efficient heuristic.
We finally evaluate the performance of the proposed algo-
rithms against state-of-the-arts approaches in a real test-
bed, and the results show that the performance of our algo-
rithms is promising.

In this paper we considered the sharing of idle VNFs that
have been released by other requests. The requests with the
same service chain requirements may share resources with
high probability. However, requests may have dynamic
resource demands, and may share resources with others as
long as they have complimentary demands. Understanding
how to learn such dynamic complimentary resource
demands among requests is challenging. Therefore, we con-
sider the adoption of machine learning methods to classify
requests with complimentary demands as our future
research study – akin to existing efforts in interference-aware
scheduling in cloud-based data centers. Existing efforts that
make use of an interference index to characterize these com-
peting/ complementary workloads can also be utilized in the
proposed environment. Another is to explore the dynamic
admission of NFV-enabled delay-aware requests, taking
account of uncertainty (variability) of processing and trans-
mission delays. The admission of requests in the current time
slot can impact the admission of future requests. Understand-
ing howonline learning algorithms can adapt to support such
admission control remains another potential research topic.
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